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Abstract: Laparoscopic cardiomyotomy (LCM), or surgical disruption of the muscular fibers of the
lower esophageal sphincter (LES), is the definitive operative management of achalasia. The workup of the
patient includes a detailed history and physical, endoscopy, esophagogram, and high-resolution manometry.
Confounding etiologies of pseudoachalasia are identified during this initial evaluation. Endoscopic
interventions for achalasia, such as pneumatic dilation and botulinum toxin injection, may precede surgery;
patients are often referred for operative cardiomyotomy after progressive treatment failure or, in younger
populations, as a primary measure. When assessed together, high-resolution manometry and the patient’s
response to prior interventions offer prognostic value and guide further steps toward or away from surgery.
While the treatment of achalasia has evolved dramatically throughout history, the general principles have
remained the same: whether using a rigid whale bone or robotic-assisted hook cautery, therapy is aimed at
permanently disrupting the thickened muscle fibers of the LES. Prior to the advent of minimally invasive
techniques, formal cardiomyotomy was performed via open thoracotomy or laparotomy to complete both
an anterior and posterior myotomy. Currently, a laparoscopic approach with anterior myotomy and partial
fundoplication is the accepted standard of care. Robotic-assisted cardiomyotomy is a recent and valuable
addition to possible operative approaches, providing improved visualization of the hiatus. We describe
our operative approach and institutional experiences, and finally, discuss directions for the future of this
procedure.
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Introduction
Achalasia is a rare but debilitating disease of the esophagus
characterized by aperistalsis associated with abnormal
relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). In the
United States, the prevalence of this disorder is thought to
be increasing and is currently estimated at 7–10 per 100,000
persons (1-3). At the time of surgical consultation, patients
may present with progressive dysphagia, regurgitation,

pain, aspiration, and weight loss. In many cases, patients
may present with recurrence of these symptoms after
limited response to medical therapy and endoscopic
intervention. Laparoscopic cardiomyotomy (LCM) is the
definitive operation for achalasia, with durable symptom
improvement in approximately 90% of patients. The
addition of an anterior or posterior partial fundoplication to
cardiomyotomy is the current standard of care (4,5).
Careful patient selection is critical in determining which
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patients will most benefit from operative intervention.
In addition to detailed history, endoscopy, and static or
dynamic esophagogram, both high-resolution manometry
and trial of non-operative treatment can help identify
patients for whom cardiomyotomy would be most
appropriate. The Chicago classification groups achalasia
into three categories based on manometry patterns. Type
I achalasia is characterized by aperistalsis, incomplete
LES relaxation, and absent esophageal pressurization.
The esophagus may be of normal caliber or may be
dilated, occasionally attaining a “sigmoid” appearance on
esophagram. The corresponding esophagogram reveals a
non-dilated esophagus with a “bird’s beak” appearance at the
gastroesophageal junction. Type II achalasia is characterized
by aperistalsis with panesophageal pressurization due to
unpredictable, preserved skeletal muscle contractile capacity
working against the incomplete relaxation of the LES.
In practice, the difference between types I and II can be
ephemeral, and the same patient may have evidence of both
types on manometric studies depending on the volume of
liquid pressurizing the esophagus during the study. Type
III achalasia patients have uncoordinated, premature, highpressure contractions combined with incomplete relaxation
of the LES. Contrastingly, diffuse esophageal spasm (DES)
patients have uncoordinated and premature esophageal
contractions with preserved LES function. The hallmark of
DES is the preservation of normal antegrade peristalsis in
greater than 30% of wet swallows. In contrast, aperistalsis
is present in all three type of achalasia. Recent data suggest
that approximately 90% of patients of achalasia patients
fall into the types I and II categorization. These patients
generally respond well to surgical intervention, with some
sources citing a greater than 95% success rate after LCM
(1,6,7). With esophageal dilation over 5 cm or sigmoid
esophagus, LCM is recommended as first line therapy by
most surgeons, but a significant proportion (20–30%) of
individuals with this degree of esophageal damage will
ultimately require esophagectomy (8).
Broadly, treatment of achalasia focusses on disruption of
diseased muscle fibers of the LES. The past several decades
has seen the simultaneous advance in endoscopic and
surgical approaches to achalasia. Endoscopically, mechanical
pneumatic balloon dilation, with disruption of lower
esophageal muscle fibers, represents an initial treatment
modality that can produce durable results in certain
patients. Secondarily, endoscopic Botox injection serves as
treatment reserved for non-operative candidates or, rarely,
as a temporizing measure before surgery. In patients whom

the diagnosis of achalasia is ambiguous, response to these
non-operative treatments may be a predictor of success for
surgical myotomy, either via laparoscopic or natural orifice
approach. Repeated endoscopic interventions expose the
patient to higher risk of perforation, and in younger patients,
cardiomyotomy is preferred as first-line therapy (2,9-11).
In this chapter, we discuss our approach to LCM, also
referred to in the literature as Heller myotomy. From open
thoracotomy to now robotic-assisted surgery, the approach
to cardiomyotomy has evolved rapidly within the last three
decades. With these advances, unexpected nuances are
encountered and discussed, along with the approach to
perioperative care.
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Historical perspective
Treatment of dysphagia and disordered esophageal function
has historically been dominated by endoluminal dilation. In
the 17th century, rigid instruments such as whale bones were
used to mechanically dilate the esophagus. Three hundred
years later in the 20th century, both endoluminal dilation
techniques and surgical approaches evolved simultaneously.
Ernest Heller performed the first cardiomyotomy in 1913,
initially via laparotomy (12). Heller’s original technique,
which involved anterior and posterior myotomy of the
lower esophagus and gastric cardia, was adapted to an
anterior myotomy via transthoracic, rather than transabdominal, approach (13,14).
Pneumatic dilation remained the preferred treatment for
achalasia into the early 1990s, with surgery still reserved
for failure of the less-invasive endoluminal approach. One
survey of patients from 1994 showed that although open
surgery produced better long-term success, three out of four
patients still elected to have pneumatic dilation as primary
therapy (15). The first thoracoscopic Heller myotomy was
performed in 1991 (16). As surgeons continued to refine
their operative skill and gain comfort with this technology,
increasing numbers of achalasia cases were referred for
surgery. It is notable that while in North America, the open
thoracic approach was popular from the mid-20th century
into the 1990s, the trans-abdominal approach described by
Heller remained popular in South America and Europe (17).
These parallel surgical preferences perhaps accounts
for the regional differences in initial minimally-invasive
approaches; as Pellegrini and team performed and described
the first thoracoscopic operations for achalasia in 1991,
Cuschieri and team performed the first LCM in the United
Kingdom that same year (18). By the late 1990s, success
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in laparoscopic fundoplication and associated mediastinal
dissection prompted many North American leaders in
minimally-invasive foregut surgery to transition away
from the thoracoscopic approach. Notably, problems with
thoracoscopic cardiomyotomy included (i) the distorted
“perpendicular” orientation of the esophagus and associated
difficulty maintaining the necessary submucosal dissection
plane, (ii) the need for simultaneous endoscopy to determine
the appropriate distal length of myotomy, and (iii) relatively
worse pain with thoracoscopy compared to laparoscopy.
Furthermore, the laparoscopic approach was technically
simpler, with easier patient positioning (supine, with or
without split-leg), elimination of dual-lumen intubation for
single-lung ventilation, and more reliable visualization of
the gastroesophageal junction for reproducible myotomy
length (1,4,19).
Another major difference between the thoracic and
abdominal approach was the utilization of fundoplication to
prevent postoperative reflux. In the thoracoscopic approach,
Ellis’ modified Heller myotomy was utilized, with a 6 cm
myotomy of the distal esophagus extending approximately
5 mm onto the gastric cardia, without fundoplication (13,19).
At that time, there was some concern that laparoscopic
approach, which required mobilization of bilateral
phrenoesophageal ligaments, would in fact worsen reflux
as compared to the limited gastroesophageal mobilization
afforded by the thoracoscopic approach. However,
postoperative pH studies in the thoracoscopic population
revealed a high rate of silent reflux, with abnormal acid
exposure seen in 60% of patients in a small case series.
Furthermore, the limited thoracoscopic dissection onto
the cardia sometimes resulted in inadequate myotomy
and recurrent dysphagia (19). Therefore, through the
early 21 st century, most surgeons have transitioned to
LCM, extending between 4–7 cm proximally from the
gastroesophageal junction and at least 2 cm onto the gastric
cardia, with partial anterior or posterior fundoplication.
Transthoracic myotomy was still reserved as part of the
treatment algorithm for perforation after pneumatic balloon
dilation (2,20).
The addition of fundoplication to the modified Heller’s
procedure has been an area of ongoing interest. In 1962,
the French surgeon Vincent Dor proposed the addition
of an anterior fundoplication in trans-abdominal anterior
myotomy to reduce reflux rates (21). In 2006, a randomized
control trial by Richards et al. suggested that the addition of
Dor fundoplication to Heller myotomy was more effective
in long-term prevention of postoperative reflux; while the

addition of the fundoplication added operative time and
immediate cost, patients without fundoplication incurred
more costs over ten years due to the need for prolonged
proton pump inhibitor therapy (22). In 2011, a multicenter
prospective randomized-control trial comparing Dor to
Toupet fundoplication in 60 patients found no significant
differences in postoperative reflux or other esophageal
symptoms between groups. The Dor group trended
towards more abnormal pH testing, but this difference was
not statistically significant (5). There has also been one
randomized control trial looking at 144 patients undergoing
LCM comparing Dor to Nissen or total fundoplication.
The authors found that 5 years after surgery, dysphagia
was statistically more frequent in the Nissen group (15%)
compared to the Dor group (3%) (23). The most recent
guidelines by the Society of American Gastrointestinal
and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES) suggest that a partial
fundoplication should be performed, but there is no
consensus as to whether an anterior or posterior wrap is
superior (24).
The recent history of cardiomyotomy for achalasia
has been largely characterized by the rising popularity
and accessibility of robotic surgical platforms. The most
widely-used robotic platforms in North America offer
fully articulating wristed instruments as well as highdefinition 3D visualization. Experience with robotic surgery
since approximately 2005 suggest that although operative
times are longer compared to LCM, robotic-assisted
cardiomyotomy results in a lower rate of intraoperative
esophageal perforation with little apparent learning curve
for experienced laparoscopic surgeons (25,26).
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Laparoscopic cardiomyotomy: technique
Patient selection
As reviewed above, careful patient selection is key to
favorable and durable resolution of dysphagia after surgical
intervention. The typical workup includes detailed history
including attention to Eckardt score, which surveys
dysphagia, regurgitation, retrosternal pain, and weight loss.
The severity of each symptom is scored based on frequency
(none, occasional, daily, with every meal) and amount of
weight loss in kilograms (0, <5, 5–10, >10) (Table 1). The
final score may range from zero to 12, and a score greater
than or equal to four implies more severe disease warranting
intervention. Other associated comorbidities such as
malnutrition, aspiration, recurrent pneumonia, or chronic
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Table 1 Eckardt Score
Score

Symptom

0

1

2

3

Dysphagia

None

Occasional

Daily

Every meal

Regurgitation

None

Occasional

Daily

Every meal

Chest pain

None

Occasional

Daily

Multiple times per day

0

<5

5–10

>10

Weight loss (kg)

Final score is the sum of each symptom, ranging from 0 to 12.

lung disease are also noted carefully. Syndromes that may
confound the diagnosis of achalasia include connective
tissue diseases that mimic aperistalsis, particularly systemic
sclerosis and CREST syndrome (calcinosis, Raynaud’s
phenomenon, esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, and
telangiectasia), autoimmune disease such as amyloidosis or
sarcoidosis, and Chagas’ disease. Pseudoachalasia should
also be considered but is difficult to distinguish from
primary achalasia; history and physical may reveal a long
history of reflux disease and rapid symptom onset, more
consistent with primary esophageal malignancy. Other
causes of pseudoachalasia include extrinsic compression
from intrathoracic masses such as lymphoma, cardiac
tumors, bronchial carcinomas, or even benign causes such as
pancreatic pseudocysts, mesenchymal tumors, or mediastinal
fibrosis (27). The patient’s response to any prior endoscopic
interventions is assessed, including balloon dilation, Botox,
and occasionally, peroral endoscopic myotomy (POEM).
Preoperative studies include barium swallow, upper
endoscopy, and high-resolution manometry. Occasionally,
symptoms may be confusing and imaging atypical for
achalasia. In these settings, 48-hour pH study can be
used to rule out GERD. In pseudoachalasia, manometry
may reveal an abnormally low, “wide-open” LES, while
in other cases, findings may be indistinguishable from
primary achalasia. Endoscopy may reveal an intraluminal
mass or evidence of extrinsic compression. If suspicion of
pseudoachalasia remains high, CT scan of the chest and
abdomen (or comparable cross-sectional imaging), is also
completed. Appropriate lab work and preoperative cardiac
testing is completed based on the age and comorbidities of
the patient (28).
Generally, young males with type II achalasia without
prior endoscopic interventions are thought to have the best
long-term resolution of symptoms after LCM. However, this
disease can affect males and females equally between 30–60

years old (17). Therefore, at our institution, we pay particular
attention to patient frailty as characterized by their ability
to live independently, walk unaided, sustain physical activity,
climb stairs, as well as their general cognitive function.
Currently, multiple online frailty calculators are available
for free or for purchase. The ACS Risk calculator, based on
NSQIP data, is also an excellent free, online tool to estimate
operative risk, particularly in elderly foregut surgery patients.
Patients are encouraged to engage in “prehabilitation”,
paying particular attention to daily gentle physical activity
(walking 1–2 miles per day) as well as increasing protein
intake with liquid supplements if tolerated.
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Positioning and trocar placement
The patient is positioned in the supine split-leg (modified
French) position to allow the surgeon to operate from
between the legs. The legs are abducted to 30- to 60-degree
on leg boards and foot boards are employed to ensure
neutral foot flexion. Arms may either be padded and tucked
or abducted and secured to arm boards at 80 degrees.
Alternatively, a non-split leg operating table with a foot
board may be used, with the surgeon usually operating from
the patient’s right side. In either position, steep reverse
Trendelenburg positioning is utilized to allow gravityassisted downward retraction of the intestine, enabling
optimal access to the hiatus.
Most commonly, a closed Veress technique is used to
gain abdominal access, either at Palmer’s point or at the
umbilicus, to insufflate the abdomen to 15 mmHg. Trocars
are placed as follows: 11 mm camera port 15 cm from the
xyphoid, to the left of midline, 12 mm working port in the
left upper quadrant 12 cm from the xyphoid along the costal
margin, 5 mm working port in the right upper quadrant
7–11 cm from the xyphoid along the costal margin, and
5 mm assistant port in the left lateral abdomen. A Nathanson
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liver retractor is placed at the level of the xyphoid (Figure 1).
Of note, the placement of the camera port just to the left of
midline reduces the risk of postoperative port-site hernia,
reduces visual interference from the falciform ligament and
left lobe of liver, and aligns more favorably with the natural
trajectory of the esophagus as it exits the hiatus (9).
Operative technique—key steps
Dissection begins by entering the gastrohepatic ligament,
taking care to preserve the hepatic branch of the vagus
nerve. The interface of the right phrenoesophageal
ligament and right crus is divided, allowing entry into the
mediastinum and subsequent continuation of the dissection
along the anterior aspect of the crus. Energy devices are
used sparingly during this part of the procedure, with most
of the right-to-left dissection over the anterior aspect of the
esophagus and mediastinum performed bluntly using two
atraumatic Hunter graspers.
After both right and left phrenoesophageal ligaments
are divided, attention is turned to mobilizing the fundus
of the stomach in preparation for the antireflux portion
of the procedure. This is accomplished by dividing the
short gastric vessels starting at the level of the inferior pole
of the spleen. A circumferential esophageal dissection is
completed, making a posterior window at the base of the
crura and passing a Penrose drain, which is secured around
the gastroesophageal junction.
Next, the gastroesophageal fat pad is divided and reflected
to the left of the anterior vagus nerve to allow proper
exposure and visualization of the longitudinal muscle fibers of
the LES. Care is taken throughout the procedure to identify
and preserve the anterior vagus nerve. The Penrose drain
is used to provide downward countertraction and adequate
exposure of the anterior surface of the esophagus. Mediastinal
dissection is completed to the extent to which it is necessary
to visualize the anterior surface of the esophagus.
The myotomy is initiated on the esophagus just proximal
to the gastroesophageal junction. The medial edge of the
esophagus is retracted by the surgeon as the assistant uses
the fat pad to provide countertraction retract laterally,
flattening the anterior surface of the gastroesophageal
junction. This maneuver allows the surgeon to identify
and sharply split the longitudinal muscle fibers, exposing
the circular muscle layer beneath. The circular muscle
fibers are then gradually elevated away from the underlying
submucosal plane using a combination of sharp and blunt

© Annals of Esophagus. All rights reserved.

Figure 1 Laparoscopic port placement. (Reprinted with permission
from Johns Hopkins University: Atlas of Minimally Invasive
Surgical Operations, Hunter et al., Copyright 2018).

Esophageal
mucosa

Figure 2 Blunt dissection of the muscularis-submucosal plane.
(Reprinted with permission from Johns Hopkins University:
Atlas of Minimally Invasive Surgical Operations, Hunter et al.,
Copyright 2018).

dissection (Figure 2).
A combination of three techniques are used to safely
and efficaciously divide the circular muscle fibers. The first
technique employs the laparoscopic Metzenbaum scissors
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A

B

Alternate 1:
Disruption of
circular muscle

Circular
muscle
divided

C

Alternate 2:
Hook cautery
division of
circular muscle

Figure 3 Three techniques for circular muscle division. (Reprinted with permission from Johns Hopkins University: Atlas of Minimally
Invasive Surgical Operations, Hunter et al., Copyright 2018). (A) Sharp division using laparoscopic Metzenbaum scissors; (B) tearing of
muscle fibers using graspers in a controlled “tip-to-tip” fashion; (C) short bursts of hook electrocautery, taking care to lift circular muscle
fibers up and away from the submucosa.

to sharply divide the muscle fibers (Figure 3A). The second
technique is a tip-to-tip muscle-tearing method, in which
the surgeon grasps the muscle fibers closely with two
atraumatic graspers and fractures the tissue in a controlled
manner (Figure 3B). Any resulting muscle fiber bleeding
using either sharp or blunt division is controlled using a
gauze sponge and direct pressure. The third technique is
the use of hook electrocautery, which relies on the ability
to hook and lift the muscle fibers up and away from the
esophageal submucosa. Short bursts of energy are applied
along with constant gentle upward tension. This technique
is least preferred, as the proximity of the back of the hook
to the submucosa risks thermal injury (Figure 3C).

Myotomy is continued proximally to 4–7 cm from the
gastroesophageal junction, and then 2–3 cm onto the
gastric cardia, dividing the crossing sling fibers in a similar
manner (Figure 4). A longer myotomy may be completed if
there is concern for type III achalasia. The proximal extent
of the dissection is guided by endoscopy, and a leak test
is also performed at this time. This may be performed by
insufflating the esophagus endoscopically and submerging
the submucosa intraabdominally in saline irrigation.
Endoscopy and transillumination may also reveal a mucosal
defect. An alternative leak test employs methylene blue
diluted in 250 cc of saline, delivered into the lumen of
the esophagus via orogastric tube. Thinned areas of the
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Figure 4 Dimensions of the resulting myotomy. (Reprinted with
permission from Johns Hopkins University: Atlas of Minimally
Invasive Surgical Operations, Hunter et al., Copyright 2018).

Edges of
myotomy
undermined

stomach either by anesthesia staff or by the co-surgeon;
this instrument helps gauge the adequacy of the myotomy
and serves as a guide for fundoplication. Constant open
communication with between the surgeon and person
passing the dilator is critical during this maneuver to prevent
perforation through the esophagomyotomy. Once placed,
the stretch of the bougie should reveal any remaining intact
crossing muscle fibers. In a complete myotomy, the surgeon
should be able to observe slack mucosa around the dilator.
If the myotomized segment appears snug, the muscle fibers
can be bluntly undermined to further separate it from the
submucosal layer (Figure 5).
Given the propensity for the myotomy to allow for
unimpeded acid reflux, we complete the cardiomyotomy
with partial fundoplication, constructed around the
dilator. As noted earlier, there does not appear to be a
difference between Dor and Toupet fundoplication in
antireflux capacity. Some surgeons will perform a Toupet
fundoplication, securing the wrap to the cut edges of
the myotomy, possibly helping hold the myotomy open.
However, this configuration may anteriorly displace the
esophagus and can result in low-grade residual dysphagia.
Conversely, an anterior Dor fundoplication protects
the exposed submucosa and does not require posterior
esophageal dissection. The first, lateral stitch of the Dor
to the left crus should also incorporate the lateral cut
edge of the myotomy if possible (Figure 6). This approach
is generally preferred at our institution (15). In either
scenario, 0-gauge non-absorbable braided sutures (polyester
or silk) are used to fashion the fundoplication (4,9,24).
Postoperative care

submucosa will readily stain blue. If an esophagectomy is
observed, the defect is repaired primarily using fine (3-0 or
4-0) absorbable suture. Usually, a Dor fundoplication will
help buttress and protect the esophagomyotomy.
Next, a 56 French Maloney dilator is passed into the

After extubation and immediate post-anesthetic recovery,
patients are generally transferred to the ward for routine
postoperative management. Water-soluble contrast
radiographs are done on postoperative day one, until which
time the patient remains nil by mouth. Antiemetics are
scheduled in the immediate perioperative period to prevent
nausea and retching. A multimodal pain control strategy
is also employed, with non-narcotic agents and ice packs
favored over opioids. Early ambulation and aggressive
incentive spirometry use is encouraged. If the esophagram
is negative for leak, and if the patient is clinically well, a
clear liquid diet is started. The patient is sent home on
either postoperative day one or two on a thick or “full”
liquid diet for about one week, followed by a modified soft,
low-residue “post-Nissen” diet for three weeks. This diet is
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Figure 5 Undermining the edges of the myotomy to gain additional
laxity. (Reprinted with permission from Johns Hopkins University:
Atlas of Minimally Invasive Surgical Operations, Hunter et al.,
Copyright 2018).
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Dor fundoplication

First suture

Figure 6 First suture placement of the Dor fundoplication,
incorporating the cut edge of the myotomy. (Reprinted with
permission from Johns Hopkins University: Atlas of Minimally
Invasive Surgical Operations, Hunter et al., Copyright 2018).

employed to overcome the normal postoperative swelling
around the gastroesophageal junction, which may feel like
recurrent symptoms to the patient. Ability to tolerate oral
hydration and adequate non-IV pain control are major
criteria for discharge.
Complications
Laparoscopic cardiomyotomy is associated with up to 7%
risk of intraoperative esophagotomy but is easily repaired
intraoperatively as described above (29-33). Delayed
esophageal perforation is the most serious complication
following cardiomyotomy. Classically, thermal injuries
may present anytime up to seven days postoperatively.
The typical initial worrisome sign is tachycardia, followed
by fever, tachypnea, and epigastric pain. A low index of
suspicion should quickly prompt water-soluble contrast
study of the esophagus and upper GI tract. Simultaneously,
the patient should be treated for intraabdominal sepsis,
with resuscitation and initiation of IV antibiotics per latest
guidelines. A Foley catheter may be placed for accurate
recording of urine output as a surrogate for end-organ
perfusion. If the patient remains stable, cross-sectional
imaging may reveal a collection suitable for image-guided
drainage. If this is not possible, or if the patient worsens
after external drainage, return to the operating room for
washout and wide drainage is mandatory. In rare cases,

© Annals of Esophagus. All rights reserved.

devitalization or severe disruption of the esophagus may
mandate emergency esophagectomy, with spit fistula and
gastrostomy, followed by reconstruction after full recovery
(eight weeks or more from the index operation).
Recurrence of symptoms weeks to years after
cardiomyotomy should trigger a repeat workup, including
thorough history and physical, esophagogram, endoscopy,
and if necessary, manometry. In the case of recurrent
achalasia or incomplete myotomy, the LES pressure
is usually found to be greater than 10–15 mmHg (20).
Strictures may be treated postoperatively by pneumatic
balloon dilation, which disrupts scar tissue over the area
of prior myotomy. In rare cases, a redo myotomy, either
via laparoscopy or POEM, might be discussed. However,
redo LCM is rarely successful with LES pressure less than
10 mmHg. Undoing a prior fundoplication may help
alleviate dysphagia. If symptoms progress to end-stage
achalasia and sigmoid deformation of the esophagus,
minimally invasive esophagectomy may be offered.
Role for robotic-assisted cardiomyotomy
Increased availability and surgeon comfort with the robotic
platform in the United States has led to the increase in
robotic-assisted cardiomyotomy. The patient is positioned
supine with arms tucked and feet neutrally flexed on a
footboard. Four trocars are placed in a straight line or lazy
smile across the abdomen, between 15–18 cm from the
xyphoid. A Nathanson liver retractor is still generally used,
although an additional robot arm and instrument may be
used to lift the left lobe instead. A bedside assistant utilizes
the same left lateral assistant port as in the laparoscopic
approach and is able to pass sutures through any of the
8 mm robotic trocars. High-definition 3D visualization of
the longitudinal and circular esophageal muscle fibers offers
superior dissection and hypothetically mitigates the lack
of haptic feedback. While sharp and tearing techniques as
described above can still be used, the robotic hook offers
wristed articulation, resulting in facile dissection of the
circular muscle-submucosal plane. The hook is versatile as
it may be used for both blunt “backhand” dissection as well
as for electrocautery division of individual muscle bundles.
Fundoplication is performed in a similar manner to the
laparoscopic method (30).
Conclusions
Cardiomyotomy is a technically challenging and gratifying
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Figure 7 Operative trends for laparoscopic versus open approach to Heller myotomy (National Inpatient Survey data, 1992-2011). From (3).
Used with permission from the author.

case for the foregut surgeon. As minimally-invasive
techniques continue to improve, patients are referred
for surgery earlier in their disease course. This should
not completely diminish the role for non-operative
management, especially balloon dilation. In 1989,
Csendes et al. compared 5-year symptom relief in patients
undergoing pneumatic balloon dilation to those who
underwent open myotomy; 65% of dilation patients had
continued symptom resolution, versus 85% in the myotomy
cohort (34). Years later, in 2011, Boeckxstaens et al.
performed a randomized trial for 201 patients with newlydiagnosed achalasia, comparing pneumatic balloon dilation
(30 mm) to laparoscopic Heller with Dor fundoplication.
At 2-year follow-up, there were no significant differences in
symptoms, LES pressure, esophageal emptying, or quality
of life (35).
Operatively, we have not found that prior pneumatic
balloon dilation increases the difficulty of dissection.
C o n v e r s e l y, B o t o x i n j e c t i o n c a u s e s a s i g n i f i c a n t
inflammatory response that can increase the risk of mucosal
injury during dissection. Therefore, Botox injection should
be reserved for either older or infirm patients who might
not tolerate general anesthesia or, rarely, to confirm the
diagnosis of achalasia if the diagnosis is ambiguous.
Since 2010, POEM has become an increasingly important
tool in the treatment of achalasia. In 2019, Werner et al.
published their 2-year results examining clinical success in
221 patients randomly assigned to undergo either POEM
or LCM with Dor fundoplication. While they found that
POEM was noninferior in controlling the symptoms of

achalasia, reflux appeared to be more common in the
POEM group compared to the surgical group (36). A metaanalysis by Andolfi and Fisichella examining a total of 1,575
patients drawn from twenty studies (583 LCM, 449 POEM,
58 Botulinum toxin, 485 pneumatic dilation) suggested
that LCM had a high success rate in type II achalasia, while
POEM appeared to have a better success rate in III achalasia
as the endoscopic approach allows for a longer myotomy.
Treatment success was generally defined by postoperative
symptom severity/resolution, though each study followed
slightly different quantitative and qualitative metrics. The
authors used a weighted mean to determine that POEM
appeared to be more successful in type I achalasia (95%
POEM vs. 81% LCM) (7). However, as noted earlier, since
the distinction between type I and II achalasia is less clearcut than with type III achalasia, LCM should remain an
acceptable intervention, especially in settings without access
to skilled interventional endoscopists.
Taken together, continued advancements in interventional
approaches, from robotic-assisted to natural orifice surgery,
have added tools to the armamentarium that can help
personalize treatment for achalasia. A 2017 study by Haisely
et al. queried the Nationwide Inpatient Sample database
for trends in cardiomyotomy. This dataset includes over
seven million hospital admissions in the United States,
as reported by 1,000 hospitals across 38 states every year.
Between 1992 to 2011, the authors found a shift in open to
laparoscopic approach to cardiomyotomy, with an inflection
point in the year 2005 (Figure 7). This also correlated with a
general increase in the number of operations performed for
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achalasia, as well as a gradual shifting of these cases away
from rural or non-university hospitals. The consolidation
of operative achalasia cases at high-volume urban teaching
hospitals mirrors the regionalization of other complex
operations, such as pancreaticoduodenectomy and
esophagectomy, to high-volume centers (37). Indeed, similar
to other complex operations, Haisley et al. found that
metrics such as length of stay and mortality significantly
improved as the urban teaching center was increasingly
favored (3). At our institution, we discuss achalasia patients
at a multidisciplinary conference including diagnostic and
interventional gastroenterologists as well as surgeons. This
strategy has helped optimize targeted treatment of achalasia
subtypes. We also discuss therapeutic options for treatment
failures, including operative myotomy after POEM or
vice versa, as well as esophagectomy for end-stage disease.
Indeed, these kinds of multidisciplinary conferences go
hand-in-hand with the trend towards specialty care at urban
teaching hospitals.
As surgical treatment continues to become more
highly specialized, surgeons and gastroenterologists in the
community must decide when to refer achalasia patients
to tertiary care centers for treatment. Should patients be
referred for index therapy, or should they only be referred
as treatment failures? Furthermore, should general surgeons
in the community be trained to do these operations? At our
institution, patients in the region (Pacific Northwestern
United States) travel tremendous distances for surgical
care. There is ongoing tension between the scarcity of rural
surgical care with the breadth of surgical knowledge that is
expected of the community surgeon that will continue to
evolve as our healthcare system changes.
Finally, as the robotic platform becomes more readily
available, robotic-assisted cardiomyotomy should be
considered a powerful additional tool in the minimallyinvasive approach to achalasia. Multiple recent reviews
of experiences over the last decade suggest that
improved visualization and dexterity proffered by robotic
instrumentation contribute to reduced rates of esophageal
perforation (reported as zero in many data sets) and, in
one study group, a trend toward lower recurrent achalasia
symptoms (38). This latter finding is perhaps owed to the
finding that the robotic cohort received a slightly longer
myotomy on average. Differences in operative time were
not statistically significant. Notably, there seemed to be no
correlation between complication rate and the number of
cases previously performed by the surgeon (30,31,38-41).

In spite of this, there is a learning curve inherent to the
robotic platform for the entire surgical team, as well as
higher overall operating costs owing to instrumentation and
equipment maintenance. The ergonomic benefits for the
surgeon are difficult to quantify, but most surgeons agree
that the seated, neutral-head/neck/shoulder console position
can provide increased comfort throughout this challenging,
mentally taxing case. It is still recommended that surgeons
feel comfortable with converting to laparoscopic or open
approach at any time prior to attempting this highly
specialized procedure.
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